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Abstract
This paper presents a gesture based driven approach for
video editing. Given a lecture video, we adopt novel approaches to automatically detect and synchronize its content with electronic slides. The gestures in each synchronized topic (or shot) are then tracked and recognized continuously. By registering shots and slides and recovering their
transformation, the regions where the gestures take place
can be known. Based on the recognized gestures and their
registered positions, the information in slides can be seamlessly extracted, not only to assist video editing, but also to
enhance the quality of original lecture video.
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for lecture videos. One example is when a presenter points
or circles a particular region in screen, a close-up view
of the region is shown in the edited video. The technical
challenges involved in this problem are twofold: 1) how
to effectively track and recognize gestures; 2) how to perform content editing particularly for videos that are suffered
from low resolution and lighting ﬂuctuation. For the ﬁrst
challenge, skin color detection, tracking and HMM (hidden Markov model) recognition are adopted. For the second challenge, the registration of video shots and electronic
slides is carried out by matching textual content. Once
the mapping from shots to slides is known, the information
available in slides can be extracted directly to edit as well
as to repair the original video for better visual effects.

1 Introduction
In the past few years, issues in multimedia authoring of
live presentation have attracted numerous research attentions. Representative demonstrated systems include Classroom 2000 [1], BMRC lecture browser [13], and interactive
virtual classroom [2]. Major research efforts include topical event detection [3, 7, 10], gesture analysis [5], multistreams synchronization [7, 12], presentation summarization [4] and editing [9, 6, 14].
This paper focuses on the analysis of human gestures in
lectures for video editing purpose. Online captured lecture
videos, especially the lectures that are captured by a single static camera, are normally unedited and lack of “momentum”. Automatic editing of lecture videos have been
investigated in [9, 6, 14] by integrating shots from multiple
cameras. One straightforward way is to create the cutting
effects between different camera angles and these will normally give the viewers the sense of presence. In [9], an
overview camera and a tracking camera are used for capturing. Editing is done by switching shots between cameras
based on a set of predeﬁned editing rules. Since there is no
content analysis prior to editing, the edited videos may look
“odd” sometimes.
Instead of rule-based driven editing, we propose a gesture driven editing which is more appropriate and natural
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Figure 1. Content analysis of lecture video
Figure 1 illustrates the overview of our framework. Initially the possible topics (or shots) in a video are detected.
The shots are synchronized with electronic slides based on
video text analysis. For each synchronized shot, candidate gestures are tracked and recognized throughout the sequence. The recognized gestures are then utilized to guide
video editing.

2. Synchronization of Shots and Slides
We use a static video camera to capture lecture videos. A
presenter can move freely in front of regions that are viewable by the camera (see Figure 2 for examples). For topic
detection, we adopt a rapid topic indexing approach in [10]
based on the analysis of video texts in DC sequences without decompression. For synchronization, we adopt the recent works in [12] by automatic video text detection, superresolution reconstruction, binarization and OCR recogni-

tion. The novelty of this approach lies on the utilization of
high-resolution video text reconstruction prior to the OCR
recognition. The matching of shots and slides are achieved
by title and content similarity measures as in [12].

3. Gesture Tracking
We focus gesture tracking on the video region where a
slide is projected. After synchronization, gestures are detected and located by integrating the inter-frame difference
and skin-color detection. Once a gesture is detected, it is
tracked until out of the deﬁned slide region.

3.1. Skin Color Detection
Initially one frame is selected from every 10 frames,
and the difference between the current and previous frames
are computed. Candidate gestures are obtained if there are
enough changes happened in the slide region. Skin color detection is then carried out to verify and locate the possible
gestures.
Skin color has been shown to be a useful and robust cue
for face and gesture detection. Different color spaces such
as RGB, normalized RGB, HSV, YUV and YCrCb are used
for skin color modeling. Various models including single
Gaussian, multiple Gaussian and Bayes have been proposed
to model the skin color distribution. These models, in general, require a large amount of training data for classiﬁers.
A relatively straightforward approach to build a skin classiﬁer is by explicitly deﬁning (through a number of rules) the
boundaries of skin cluster in a color space. Here we adopt
the rules in [11] for our application. A pixel {R, G, B}
is classiﬁed as skin color if {R > 95, G > 40, B >
20, |R − G| > 15, R > G, R > B} or {R > 220, G >
210, B > 170, |R − G| ≤ 15, R > B, G > B}. One major
advantage of this approach is that a rapid classiﬁer can be
easily constructed. The classiﬁed skin-color pixels are further clustered and those clusters with too small or too large
sizes are excluded. Figure 2(a) shows one example where a
hand gesture is successfully detected by our approach.

(a) detected gesture

(b) tracked gesture

Figure 2. Gesture detection and tracking

3.2. Skin Color Tracking
Once a gesture is detected, it is tracked after every three
frames. The tracking is based on skin-color detection and

clustering. The detected skin-color pixels are grouped into
several clusters. The tracked gesture is the cluster that satisﬁes the following criterion: 1) near the old location; 2) approximately equal dimensions; 3) similar color distribution.
Figure 2(b) depicts the moving path of a tracked gesture.

4. Gesture Recognition
We adopt discrete HMM models for gesture recognition
[8]. We deﬁned three gestures in our application: circling
(draw a circle around something), lining (draw a line along
something) and pointing (point to somewhere for emphasis).

4.1. Gesture Segmentation
The moving path of a hand may consist of several gestures and some non-gesture movement. Before gesture
recognition, a path need to be segmented into several parts,
each of which only includes at most one possible gesture.
Our segmentation is based on break point detection. A
break point is identiﬁed based on the the following conditions:
1. The speed of movement changes rapidly before and after the point.
2. The point is very close to the starting point or a point
before it on the path.
3. The direction of movement changed suddenly before
and after the point.
4. The point that is the farthest away from starting point.
For each moving path, these conditions are checked one after another. Condition 1 has the highest priority. We assume the hand moves smoothly in a gesture. This condition
will ﬁnd most of the links between different gestures and
the hand entering and leaving slide region. Then we look
for the points that satisfy Condition 2 along each path segmented by 1. The purpose is to look for the possible closed
circles. The path between the two end points should have
large enough height and width to avoid pointing gestures,
which also need to be satisﬁed when checking conditions 3
and 4.
The observed path is separated into several parts at these
breakpoints. Each resulted part may be one of the following shapes or gestures: circle, line, pointing, or some nongesture movement. The portions that last too short duration
(less than 10 frames) are excluded as non-gesture. Also,
the ﬁrst and last parts are regarded as entering and leaving
slide region. All the segmented path portions will fall into
4 classes: circle, line, pointing and non-gesture. Figure 3
illustrates the procedure. Fig 3(a)-(c) are 3 frames on the
gesture path. Four points, A, B, C, D are found by Condition 1, and E, F by 2. IA, BC, ED and DO are excluded
after segmentation.
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(a) frame 1

(b) frame 2

(c) frame 3

screen. To unwrap and register it from video to the real
electronic slide, we solve for homography H given p =
(xi , yi ) in a video and p̂ = (x̂i , ŷi ) in slides.


 

x̂i
xi
h00 h01 h02
 ŷi  ∼
(1)
=  h10 h11 h12   yi 
1
h20 h21 h22
1
Hence,
x̂i (h20 xi + h21 yi + h22 ) = h00 xi + h01 yi + h02
ŷi (h20 xi + h21 yi + h22 ) = h10 xi + h11 yi + h12

(d) gesture path

(e) path on slide

Figure 3. Gesture Segmentation

4.2. Feature Extraction
We select 20 points along each gesture path as feature
points. Let vm be the point that is farthest away from the
starting point v0 , and D = |v0 vm |. For each point vi , two
kinds of features are calculated: the relative distance from
v0 , denoted as di = |v0 vi |/D, and the angle φi between
vector vi−1 vi and horizontal axis. The parameters di and
φi are both quantized with 10 levels.

4.3. HMM Recognition
HMM has been successfully employed in speech recognition. Recently, it has also been applied in sign language
interpretation and gesture recognition. The major advantage
of HMM over other techniques such as neural-net (NN) and
dynamic time warping (DTW) is its ability in selectively,
knowledgeably and scalably tailoring the model to the task
at hand. In our approach, Viterbi and Baum-Welch algorithms are employed to solve the evaluation and estimation
problems for HMM. The number of states used is: 6 states
for lining and 8 states for both circling and pointing.

5. Video Editing
Once a gesture is recognized, the focus of teaching is
known. We can thus effectively simulate appropriate camera motion (e.g., close-up of a particular slide region) and
cutting effects to automatically edit the original videos. To
enhance the quality of video, we also incorporate the information available in electronic slides during editing.

5.1 Registration of Video and Slide
During video capture, the slide regions are projected to
another plane that usually does not parallel to the projected

For n points, by further manipulation, we have
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which is denoted as
Ah = 0

(4)

This is a problem of linear least squares. We minimize
||Ah||2 = (Ah)T Ah = hT AT Ah

(5)

where h is the eigenvector of AT A with the smallest eigenvalue. Since h is only deﬁned up to a scale, we just solve
for the unit vector h. Eqn (5) requires four or more points.
The corresponding points between shots and slides are
found by utilizing the positions of recognized texts. Since
the positions of recognized video texts are known during
synchronization [12], they are matched with the content and
positions of texts extracted from electronic slides. Because
recognition of titles is usually precise, we only utilize titles
in slides for registration, which are enough for solving h.
Figure 3(e) shows the moving path of a tracked gesture that
is superimposed on the slide after registration.

5.2 Editing
After registration, the information in slides is extracted
to aid the editing of low-resolution video shots for better
visual effects. Figure 4 shows the edited results of the 3
frames in Figure 3. When a gesture is recognized, by registration, we know its position in the corresponding slide. The
region where the lecturer focuses on can then be extracted
to replace the slide region in shots.
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Table 2. Results of gesture recognition
Video

1
(a) edited frame 1

(b) edited frame 2

(c) edited frame 3

Figure 4. Edited video frames of Fig 3(a)-(c)
2

6. Experiment
We conduct experiments on two videos. The duration of
each video is about 40 minutes, and each one displays approximately 30 slides. Table 1 shows the results of synchronizing shots and slides. Encouraging results are obtained.
Few mis-matching happens when two slides have the same
title but not enough texts recognized in contents.
Table 1. Results of synchronization
Lecture
Video
1
2

Total number of
slides
34
26

# of correctly
matched slides
31
25

Accuracy
91.2%
96.2%

There are totally 59, 523 frames in these two videos. All
gestures are detected correctly. The tracking algorithm also
works well in most time, except with gesture missing in 11
frames and error in 4 frames. The main reasons for missing and error are occlusion and under or over-illumination
of the projected screen. For gesture recognition, we use
200 samples for each gesture to train HMM. Since there
are not enough data for both training and testing, we use
some man-drawn ﬁgures such as ellipses and lines, instead
of gesture paths extracted from videos as training data. Our
experiments indicate these training data works for recognizing real gestures from videos. Table 2 shows the results of
gesture recognition.

7. Conclusion
We have presented a method to edit lecture videos based
on gesture detection, tracking and recognition. Currently,
only hand gestures are exploited to estimate the activities of
the lecturer in a classroom. In future, advanced approaches
such as head pose estimation and its joint relationship with
hand gestures will be incorporated for video editing.
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Gesture
Number of gestures
Correctly recognized
Recognition rate
Overall
Recognition Rate
Number of gestures
Correctly recognized
Recognition rate
Overall
Recognition Rate

Circling
45
45
1.00

Lining
51
49
0.96

Pointing
105
98
0.94

0.955
35
34
0.97

67
65
0.97

92
88
0.96

0.964
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